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Aura

Whether you're looking for pan-Asian bites
near the Zil cultural center, a burger and beer fix
in the center or somewhere
to enjoy a craft beer before catching a movie at the Pioner
summer cinema,
we've got your culinary cravings sorted.

Aura

Pan-Asian at Avtozavodskaya

Aura is worth a visit if you find yourself around Avtozavodskaya, a rather trendy
neighborhood since the opening of the ZIL cultural center. Start with the wonton soup (350
rubles), then continue with tender chicken curry (590 rubles) or the rich spinach palak paneer
(450 rubles). Pair your meal with a fragrant masala tea (340 rubles).

https://www.themoscowtimes.com/author/the-moscow-times


+7 (495) 803 3615

aurarest.su

26 Leninskaya Sloboda

Metro Avtozavodskaya

Get Jerry

Beer and burger fix in the
center

Get Jerry has the feel of a dive bar that scrubs
up well. The staff are friendly, the decor is
modern and the menu has some of
the cheapest bites you’re going to get for such a central
location — special
mention to the dirty cheeseburger (320 rubles). Beer is the star of the
show,
with countless varieties from both home and abroad.

facebook.com/Get-Jerry

4 Strastnoi Bulvar, Bldg. 4

Metro Pushkinskaya,
Chekhovskaya

Local People

Grown-up dining in a
stylish interior

Searching for delicious European food and an
upmarket atmosphere? Local People offers all
the classics with a couple of
surprising twists. Tuck into the hummus served with bruschetta
or the crab cake
garnished with green apple chutney. With a 20 percent discount if you
eat
before 5 p.m., it’s the perfect spot for a leisurely lunch.

+7 (495) 662 6458

localpeople.moscow

69 Ulitsa Bolshaya
Gruzinskaya

Metro Belorusskaya

Pion

Summer cafe in the great
outdoors

Set in idyllic
Sokolniki Park, Pion offers you the chance to enjoy nature while feasting on
a
range of grill dishes or sampling an excellent selection of craft beers and
ciders. Located

http://aurarest.su/
http://facebook.com/pages/Get-Jerry/1189626481079319?
http://localpeople.moscow


next to the Pioner outdoor cinema, it’s the perfect spot to
enjoy a relaxing al fresco lunch
before heading over for a movie in the
sunshine.

+7 (905) 558 1991

pioner-cinema.ru/cafepion

10 Mitkovsky Proezd

Metro Sokolniki
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